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In an empire where peace has reigned for
decades, rebellion and evil are brewing. At
the center of the conflict, three
extraordinary women are about to begin
journeys that will forge their destinies as
warriors vital to protecting the realm.
Saleria, a princess with untried powers, is
forced to a mysterious underwater city
where she learns of a secret race of
sea-dwellers that may prove instrumental
in helping to save the empire if she can
gain their trust, and survive the awakening
of her gifts. Her mother, the queen, must
face her crippling phobia and seek healing
from a group of women warriors whose
religion she despises. Will she accept her
destiny to join them in defeating not only
the rebels, but also the dark sorcery that
threatens from an evil warlord? Her
sister-in-law, a gentle spirit, escapes
invading rebels only to be shipwrecked on
the shores of a wild and brutally cold land.
Will she find the courage and strength to
survive this deadly environment as well as
the desire of the lands ruler? Between
rebellion and evil sorcery, it appears the
empire is doomed, until the Crown of the
Seas becomes a hope of deliverance.
Unfortunately, not only has it been lost for
thousands of years, it holds dangerous
power that may be more destructive than
the groups battling for the throne.
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